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Introduction
In the growing arena of animated smut sites True Hentai is a welcome addition. The site has a pretty
good collection of images not found on most other sites and each is offered in very good printable
quality.

Adult Review
Unlike many of its competitors, True Hentai is not a stand-alone website. The site itself offers quite a nice collection of
animated images and that collection is well sorted with each being offered in both a high and low bandwidth format.
  
  What makes this site better than most is that it also includes access to a growing number of websites produced by the same
production house. These include  great solo girl sites like Elly Jaine and plenty of quality niche content like Tanline Sex as
well.
  
  None of the sites are DRM encrypted so anything you download is yours to keep. Our only gripe with the site is that is
doesn't offer any kind of trial membership... so you'll have to take our word for it when we tell you what is inside.

Porn Summary
In the world of animation anything is possible, in the world of True Hentai that includes access to a great catalog of other
websites as well!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Where ink and imagination lead to an erotic experience'
Quality: 78  Updates: 75 Exclusive: 70 Interface: 85
Support: 81 Unique: 76    Taste: 70        Final: 74

Porn Sites Included
Tanline Sex (81) ,Face Pounders (81) ,Elly Jaine (79) ,Euro Fuck Friends (73) 

Porn Niches
Anime, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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